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PREFACE 
The work being presented in the dissertation deals with the study of ef-
ficiency and duahty in vector minimum problems. It consists of five chapters 
organized as follows: 
Chapter 1 consists of introduction to multiobjective programming, 
some definitions and prerequisites for the present work. 
Chapter 2 discusses some concepts that are used in detection of effi-
cient points. To test the efficiency of a given point x in the feasible set X, the 
concept of domination set is also introduced. Some examples are discussed 
for detecting the set of efficient points. 
Chapter 3 presents a simpler proof of Isermann's result [10] that every 
efficient solution of a multiobjective linear programming problem is properly 
efficient. 
Chapter 4 contains a linear vector minimum problem with nonlinear 
constraints. A condition is derived which is necessary for an efficient solution 
and sufficient for a properly efficient solution. An example is also discussed 
at the end of this chapter. 
Chapter 5 deals with the Wolfe and Mond-Weir type duahty for non-
linear vector minimum problem. The weak, strong and converse duality 
theorems are derived for both duals. Applications to Mond-Weir type dual 
in fractional programming is discussed. Appropriate duality theorems for 
Generalized Mond-Weir type dual are also obtained. 
The dissertation concludes with a list of references which by no means is 
a complete bibliography of the work on Efficiency and Duality in Vector 
Minimum Problems. Only the work referred in this dissertation has been 
included in the literature. 
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Chapter—1 
Many decision making situation involve several criteria conflicting with 
one another. In such situations, a set of feasible alternative can be defined 
and each criterion can be viewed as a separate objective function defined on 
this set. Such decision making situations can be modeled as 'multiobjective 
mathematical programming problems' or 'vector minimum (or maximum) 
problems'. The existence of multiple objectives leads to many interesting 
questions, which do not arise in mathematical programming problems with 
one objective function. In multiobjective problems it is rather difficult to ob-
tain a unique solution since these problems rarely have feasible points that 
simultaneously minimize (or maximize) all the objectives, which are gener-
ally conflicting in nature. The concept of optimal solution in multiobjective 
optimization problems is clearly related to the preference attitude of the de-
cision maker. A good decision is based on the principle that there is no other 
alternate that can be better in some aspect of consideration. These problems 
seek to obtain compromise solutions called 'efficient solutions' by Koopmans. 
An efficient solution of a vector maximum problem is a feasible solution for 
which no other feasible solution exists which achieves identical or larger val-
ues in all of the criteria with a strictly greater value in at least one criterion. 
An efficient solution is also referred to as noninferior or nondominated or 
Pareto optimal solution. The concept of efficiency has proved to be of great 
significance in the discussion of multiobjective programming problems. 
Pareto began the study of efficient solutions by reducing multiobjective 
programming problem to a single objective one. However, the problem was 
first explicitly defined and studied by Kuhn and Tucker [14]. To ehminate 
certain anomalous efficient solutions, they also proposed a slightly restricted 
definition of efficiency, called proper efficiency. Later, Geoffrion [6] modified 
this concept and called an efficient solution to be properly efficient if the 
ratio of gain to loss is always finite. His work motivated many workers in 
this field. Iseruiann [10] proved that in a linear multiobjective programming 
problem every efficient solution is properly efficient. 
1.1. NOTATIONS 
/?" denotes the n-diinensional Euclidean space and R^ = R represents 
the set of real numbers. The index sets are K — {1,2,-• • ,k} and M = 
{1,2, • • • , m}. Also, for each r € K, the set Kr = K - {r}. Small letters are 
used to denote vectors or vector functions and a small letter with an integer 
subscript denotes a component of a vector or a vector function. A small 
letter with a superscript or an elevated symbol indicates a specific vector. 
The zero vector of an appropriate dimension is denoted by 0. For x,y e R"', 
x^yi^Xi^yi, z = 1,2, ,n, 
X > y <^ x^y and x^y, 
x>y<^Xi>yi, i = 1,2,• • • ,n. 
If an m-dimensional vector function g represents inequality constraints 
of a mathematical programming problem and for some fixed feasible solution 
X 
I = {ieM: gi{x) = 0}, 
then gi denotes the vector of active constraints. Sjfj{x) denotes the gradient 
of a scalar differentiable function fj : R^ —^ R a.t x defined as 
Vfj{i) = ^ / i ( x ) , ^ / , ( x ) , . . . , — / , ( x ) 
and for a vector valued differentiable function f : R^ -^ R'', the symbol 
V/(^) denotes k x n Jacobian matrix of / at x, that is 
vm = 
V/2(S) 
. AA(^) £-Mi)--^Mi) 
A vector valued function is differentiable if each of its components is 
differentiable. 
1. 2. GENERAL MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEM 
With the above notations, the general mathematical programming prob-
lem in n-dimensional Euclidean space can be stated as follows: 
(P) Minimize (or Maximize) f{x) = [/i(a;), /2(a;), • • • , fk{x)] 
Subject toxeX = {xeS: g{x) ^ 0}, 
where S is an open subset of i?", and / : 5 -> i?^ 5 : 5 -^ BJ^. 
The function / is known as the objective function and g is known as 
the constraint function. The set X is called the feasible set or feasible 
region and any point a: in X is called a feasible point or simply feasible. 
The general mathematical programming problem primarily can be clas-
sified as follows: 
(i) ScalEir Programming Problem : If fc = 1, i.e., / is a scalar or a 
single objective function, then the problem (?) is called a scalar (or single 
objective) mathematical programming problem. 
Any point x which is feasible and minimizes (or maximizes) the objec-
tive function is reffered to as an optimal point or optimal solution and 
the corresponding value of the objective function, i.e., f{x) is known as the 
optimal value. 
(ii) Multiobjective Programming Problem : li k > 1, i.e., if / 
is a vector valued function, then the problem (?) is called a multiobjective 
programming problem or a vector minimum (or maximum) problem. 
If all the objective functions of the multiobjective problem (?) reach their 
minima (maxima) at a unique point of the feasible region, then this point is 
called the perfect or ideal optimal solution of the problem (P). But the 
multiobjective programming problems rarely have a perfect solutions. We 
often have conflicts between the various objectives. So the optimal solution 
of one objective function is different from the solution of another. One of the 
optimality concepts in these models is efficiency, which found its way into 
operations research in the pioneering work of Koopmans. 
Efficient Solution. A point x G X is said to an efficient (or non-
dominated or noninferior or Pareto optimal) solution of the vector minimum 
problem (P) if there exists no a; € X such that f{x) < f{x). 
A slightly restricted concept of efficiency, called proper efficiency, was 
first introduced by Kuhn and Tucker [14]. Later, Geoffrion [6] considered the 
following example: 
Maximize f{x) = (x^, -x^) 
Subject to a; ^ 0. 
Consider any feasible point x. Then we observe that at any point to the 
right of X there is gain in / i and loss in /2 and the reverse is true at any 
point to the left of x. Thus, we can say that every feasible point x ^ 0 is 
an efficient solution. However, near the efficient point x = 0, the gain-to-loss 
ratio increases arbitrarily. At x = 0,/(x) = (0,0). Now, let x = 0.01, then 
/(x) = (0.0001,-0.000001). This implies, gain in / i is 0.0001 and loss in 
/2 is 0.000001. Hence we have gain-to-loss ratio equal to 100. In fact, the 
gain-to-loss ratio is 1/x for x > 0. Thus, we observe that for x positive and 
sufficiently small, the gain in / i can be made arbitrarily large with respect 
to the loss in /g. Observing this anomaly, Geoffrion [6] called such point 
improperly efficient and modified the concept of proper efficiency as follows: 
Properly Efficient Solution. An efficient solution x of the vector 
minimum problem (P) is said to be a properly efficient solution, if there 
exists a scalar A^  > 0 such that, for each r e K, fr{x) > fr{x) and x € X 
imply that 
/,(x) - frjx) ^ ^ 
for at least one j e Kr satisfying fj(x) < fj{x). 
An efficient solution x e A' is said to be improperly efficient if for each 
scalar A' > 0 (no matter how large) there is a point x G X and an r e A' 
such that fr{x) > fr{x) and 
fr{x) - / r ( x ) ^ ^ 
for all j e Kr satisfying fj{x) < fj{x). 
1.3. CONVEX FUNCTIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
Let 5' be an open convex subset of i?" and ^ be a continuous numerical 
function defined on S. Also, let C^ be the class of all continuous functions 
6 : S ^ R, such that all the first order partial derivatives of 6 exist and are 
continuous on S. Then at x e S, we define 6 to be 
(i) Convex if for all x e S, 
0[Xx + (1 - X)x] ^ \e{x) + (1 - X)9{x), V A, 0 ^ A ^ 1, 
or equivalently, if 
e{x) - e{x) ^ \/e{x){x - x) when ^ G C^ 
The function 6 is said to be strictly convex if the above conditions hold 
as strict inequalities for x ^ x. 
(ii) Quasiconvex if for all x G S, 
Q{x) ^ e{x) => e[Xx + (1 - x)x] ^ e{x), v A, o ^  A ^  i, 
or equivalently, if 
9{x) ^ e{x) => ^e(x){x -x)^0 when ^ e C^. 
(iii) Pseudoconvex ii 0 e C^ and for all x E S, 
\70{x){x-x)^o=^e{x) ^e(x), 
or equivalently, if 
e{x) < e{x) => \^e{x){x - x) < o. 
(iii) Strictly Pseudoconvex if 6* G C^ and for all x e S, and x 7^  x 
e{x) s e{x) => ye{x){x - x) < o, 
or equivalently, if 
S7dix)(x-x)^o^e{x) >e{x). 
Further, 6 is said to be convex on iS if ^ is convex at every point on S. 
A k-dimensional vector function ^ = (6'i, ^ 2, • • • , f^c) is said to be convex at 
X (or on S) if for each j G K, 6j is convex at x (or on S). A function 6 is 
concave if and only if -6 is convex. Other definitions follow similarly. 
1.4. CLASSIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
We now classify the mathematical programming problems as below: 
(A) Linear Programming Problem: If in the program (P), the func-
tions / and g are linear, then it is called a linear programming problem or a 
linear program. 
(B) Nonlinear Programming Problem: A mathematical program 
which is not linear is called a nonlinear programming problem or a nonlinear 
program. 
Nonlinear programs are divided into the following two categories: 
(Bl ) Convex Programming Problem: If in the mathematical pro-
gramming problem (P), the objectives are convex (or concave in a maximiza-
tion problem) and the feasible set X is convex, then (?) is called a convex 
programming problem or a convex program. 
(B2) Nonconvex Programming Problem: The mathematical pro-
gram which is not convex is called a nonconvex programming problem or a 
nonconvex program. 
1.5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
Necessary conditions for scalar convex programming were first investi-
gated by Fritz John [11]. He gave the following characterization of optimality 
for the scalar nonlinear program: 
(NLP) Minimize f{x) 
Subject to X e X = {x G 5 : g{x) ^ 0}, 
where S is an open subset of R\ and f : S ^ R and g : S -^ R^ ave 
differentiable functions on S. 
Theorem 1.1 (Fritz John Type Necessary Conditions ). 
If X G X is an optimal solution of (NLP), then there exist u e R and 
V e R"" such that 
u V /(^) + ^^ ^ V g{i) = 0. 
v'^lil-) = 0, 
In the above conditions, the scalars u and Vi, i = 1,2,- • • ,m are called 
Lagrangian multipliers. If the Lagrangian multipher u is equal to zero, the 
Fritz John conditions do not make use of any information pertaining to the 
gradient of the objective function. In this case, any function can replace 
/ and there will be no change in the above necessary conditions. So the 
Fritz John conditions are of no practical value in locating an optimal point 
when tt = 0. In order to exclude such cases, some restrictions are imposed on 
the constraints. In the literature, these restrictions are termed as constraint 
qualifications. Some of these constraint qualifications make use mostly of the 
differentiability of the functions defining the feasible region X. 
We state below some of the constraint cpialifications which will be used 
in the present dissertation: 
(i) The Kuhn-Tucker Constraint Qualification. 
The vector function g is said to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qual-
ification at X G X if 9 is differentiable at x and if 
where I = {i e M : gi{x) = 0}. 
' There exists an n - dimensional vector 
function e on the interval [0,1] such that 
(a) e(0) = X 
(b) e{t) G X for 0 ^ t ^ 1 
(c) e is differentiable at t = 0 
and ^e(O) — Ay for some A > 0 
(ii) The Weak Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa Constraint Qualification. 
The vector function g is said to satisfy the Weak Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa 
constraint qualification at x G X if ^ is differentiable at x and if 
S7gQ{x)z > 0 
\/gp{x)z ^ 0 
has a solution 2 e /?", where 
P = {i '• gi{x) = 0, and g; is pseudoconcave at x} 
and 
Q = {i : gi{x) = 0, and gi is not pseudoconcave at x}. 
For definitions of other constraint qualifications and relations between 
them, we refer to Mangasarian [15] and Bazaraa, Shetty and Sherah [1]. 
Assuming one or the other constraint quahfications many authors have 
developed necessary optimahty conditions for (NLP) that are precisely the 
Fritz John conditions with the added property that tZ > 0. 
Theorem 1.2 (Kuhn-Tucker Type Necessary Conditions ). 
If X e X is an optimal solution of (NLP) and let g satisfy the Kuhn-
Tucker constraint qualification at x. Then there exists v e R"^ such that 
v^g{x) = 0, 
v>0. 
The above necessary conditions hold under any constraint quahfication 
[15]. Kuhn and Tucker [14] also proved that the above necessary conditions 
are sufficient for optimality under suitable convexity assumptions. 
We shall need the following theorem of alternative for convex functions 
called generalized Gordan's theorem: 
Theorem 1.3. Let 5 be a convex subset of i?" and f : S -^ R'' a. convex 
function on S. Then either f{x) < 0 has a solution x e S or 
A^/(x) ^ 0 V X e 5 for some A > 0, A G 7?^ X^  A^  = 1, but never both. 
1.6. DUALITY 
Kuhn-Tucker conditions [14] not only laid down the foundations for many 
computational techniques in mathematical programming, but also are a great 
deal responsible for the development of duahty theory. It is well known that 
duality principles connect two programs, one of which called the primal prob-
lem, is a constrained minimization (or maximization) problem and the other, 
called the dual, is a constrained maximization (or minimization) problem, in 
such a way that the existence of an optimal solution to one of them guaran-
tees an optimal solution to the other and optimal values of the two problems 
are equal. 
Early results of duality for scalar nonlinear programs include the work 
of Hanson [9] and Wolfe [20]. 
Wolfe [20] considered the following dual to (NLP): 
(WD) Maximize f{y) + fi^g(y) 
Subject to V/(y) + /x^Vg(y) = 0, 
9 
and proved weak and strong duality theorems assuming / and g to be convex. 
Mangasarian [15] pointed out that these duality relations do not hold under 
weaker convexity assumptions. 
Mond and Weir [16] introduced the following dual to (NLP): 
(MD) Maximize f{y) 
Subject to V/(y) + //^V^(y) = 0, 
M 5^(Z/) ^ 0, 
and proved duality theorems weakening the convexity assumptions to pseu-
doconvexity of / and quasiconvexity of iJFg. They also discussed duality 
results for equality constraints. 
10 
Chapter—2 
eteetl/) 
(MTimcztf/my 
In this chapter, we consider the following linear vector minimum prob-
lem: 
(LVMP) Minimize z = {zi(x), zi{x), • • • , 2fc(a;)} 
Subject to X G X = {x e 5 : >la: = 6, x ^ 0} 
or 
"min" {Cx = 2 : x G X} 
where 
fc is the number of objectives. 
c' is the gradient (vector of objective function coefficients) of the z"' ob-
jective function. 
Zi is the criterion value (objective function value, z-value) of the ?'"' ob-
jective. 
X is the feasible region. 
A is an m X n coefficient matrix and h is an m-dimensional column vector. 
"min" indicates that the purpose is to minimize all objectives simulta-
neously. 
C is a A; X n criterion matrix (matrix of objective function coefficients) 
whose rows are the gradients &{i = 1, 2, • • • , A;) of the k objective functions. 
z is the criterion vector (objective function vector, z-vector). 
11 
2.1. FEASIBLE REGION IN CRITERION SPACE 
Let Z denotes the feasible region in criterion space. In set theoretic 
notation, 
Z = {zeR'' \z = Cx,xeX}. 
In other words, Z is the set of images of all points in X. Although X is con-
fined to the nonnegative orthant of i?", Z (the set of all feasible criterion 
vectors) is not necessarily confined to the nonnegative orthant of R'^. 
Example 2.1. 
Minimize z = {~Xi — 2:21 — 2^} 
Subject to X2 S 2, 
Xi + X 2 ^ 6, 
Xi,X2 ^ 0 . 
The criterion vectors associated with the extreme points of X are as follows: 
a;i = (0,0) ^^  = (0,0) 
x2 = (0,2) z^ = (-2,-2) 
r3 = (4,2) ^ 3 ^ ( _ g _2) 
x'' = (6,0) z' = {-6,0). 
In Figure 2.1(b), we observe that Z is convex and that the extreme points of 
Z arc images of extreme points of X. 
12 
• X 
Fig. 2.1(a) 
Fig. 2.1(b) 
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Example 2.2. 
Maximize z = {x\ - xi, -X\ + 2x2} 
Subject to Ixx - 2:2 ^ 0, 
x\ - 4x2 ^ 0, 
- a ; i + 2 x 2 ^ 3 , 
2xi + X2 ^  9, 
Xi,X2 ^ 0 . 
The criterion vectors associated with the extreme points of X are as follows: 
xi = (0,0) z^  = (0,0) 
x2 = (l,2) z^  = ( - l ,3 ) 
x3 = (3,3) z3 = (0,3) 
x^ = (4,1) z^  = (3, -2 ) . 
In Figure 2.2(b), we observe that Z is convex and that the extreme points of 
Z are images of extreme points of X. Having portions of Z outside the non-
negative orthant of i?''" is a likely occurrence when the problem has objective 
functions with negative coefficients. 
2.2. D O M I N A N C E 
With criterion vectors, we have two forms of dominance. 
Definition 2.1. Let z^,z^ G i?'' be two criterion vectors. Then, z^ 
dominates z^ if and only if z"^ < z^. 
If z^ dominates 2^, no component of z^ is greater than the corresponding 
component of 2^  and at least one component of z^  is less than its corre-
sponding component of 7?. 
14 
• X, 
Fig. 2.2(a) 
• z, 
Fig. 2.2(b) 
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Definition 2.2. Let z\z'^ e R^ be two criterion vectors. Then, z^ 
strongly dominates z^  if and only if z^  < 2^. 
If z^ strongly dominates 2^, each component of 2^  is less than its correspond-
ing component of z^. Sometimes, the word "weakly" is used with the concept 
of Definition 2.1 to distinguish it from the concept of Definition 2.2. Note 
that if a criterion vector strongly dominates another, it weakly dominates it 
as well. 
2.3. NONDOMINATED CRITERION VECTORS 
A criterion vector is nondominated if it is not dominated by any other 
feasible criterion vector. 
Definition 2.3. Let z e Z. Then, 2 is nondominated if and only if there 
does not exist another z e Z such that z < z. Otherwise, 2 is a dominated 
criterion vector. 
2.4. EFFICIENCY 
In a single objective linear progrannning problem 
Minimize 2 = c'^x 
Subject to X e X = {x e S : Ax = b, x'^ 0} 
c^x has its minimum at x if c^x ^ c^x for all .x e X. In other words, x is a 
point of minimum if there is no x e X such that c^x < (p-x. This definition 
of optimal (minimum) point is extended to define an efficient point in mul-
tiobjective problems. The idea of efficiency refers to points in decision space 
whereas the ideas of dominance refer to vectors in criterion space. Recalling 
that the criterion vector of X in a muUiohjective linear progrannning \^x^^)-
lem is given by Cx, we have the following: 
Definition 2.4. A point x e X \s efficient if and only if there does not 
exist another x e X such that Cx < Cx. Otherwise, x is inefficient. 
A point X e X is eflacient if its criterion vector is not dominated by the 
criterion vector of some other point in X. That is, from an efficient point, it is 
16 
not possible to move feasibly so as to decrease one of the objectives without 
necessarily increasing at least one of the others. 
A point is efficient if and only if it is the inverse image of a nondominated 
criterion vector, and a point is inefficient if and only if it is the inverse image 
of a dominated criterion vector. 
Normally, it is easier to show a point to be inefficient rather than ef-
ficient. To show a point x^  € X to be inefficient, it only takes a counter 
example. That is, it only takes the identification of some other point x'^ e X 
whose criterion vector dominates the criterion vector of x^. On the other 
hand, to show a point to be efficient involves an exhaustive test. It must be 
shown that none of the criterion vectors of other points in the feasible region 
dominates the criterion vector of the point in question. 
When k = 1, Definition 2.4 reduces to the following: A point x € X is 
efficient if and only if there does not exist an a; € X such that c^x < c' x . 
Therefore, by an efficient point in a single objective linear program, we have 
found an optimal point and by finding all efficient points in a single objective 
linear program, we have found all optimal points. 
2.5. DOMINATION SETS 
We now discuss some concepts for linear vector maximum problem that 
have use in the graphical detection of efficiency. To test for efficiency at a 
given point x e X, the concept of a domination set is introduced by means 
of Definitions 2.5 and 2.6. 
Definition 2.5. The semi-positive polar cone C- generated by the 
gradients of the k objective functions is defined as 
C^ = {ye R'' \Cy>0}u{Oe R"}. 
Definition 2.6. The domination set at x 6 X 
Ds = {x} © C^ 
is given by the set addition of {x} and C-. 
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Another way to write the domination set at x G X is 
Di = {xeR'' \x = x + y,Cy>0}Ux. 
The domination set D^ contains x and all points whose criterion vectors 
dominate the criterion vector oi x e X. Observe that in the specification 
of C-,Cy dominates (but not necessarily strongly) the null vector 0 G -R'^ . 
Also, note that the set addition effects a translation of the semi-positive polar 
cone C- from the origin to the point in question. Theorem 2.1 in the next 
section states the importance of the domination set Dx in the detection of 
efficiency. 
2.6. TEST FOR EFFICIENCY 
The following theorem provides a test for detecting efficient points that 
can be geometrically visualized. 
Theorem 2.1(17]. Let Dx be the domination set at 2 G X. Then, x is 
efficient if and only ii DxH X = {x}. 
Proof. Let x be efficient and suppose, to the contrary, that DxC[X y^ 
{x}. Then, there exists an x E. DxCi X, x ^ x. With x G Dx, let us write 
x = X + y where y e C-. Since Cy > 0, we have Cx > Cx. But this is a 
contradiction because x is efficient. Thus, if x is efficient, DxC\X — {x}. 
Conversely, let Dj fiX = {x}. This implies that if the criterion vector of 
X dominates the criterion vector of x, then x ^ X. Thus, the criterion vector 
of X is nondominated, and hence x is efficient. 
From the above theorem, we conclude that if the intersection of the 
domination set at x with the feasible region only contains x, then x is efficient. 
If there are other points in the intersection, then x is inefficient. We shall 
denote the .set of all rlficient points by E. That is 
/^  = {x G X I .r is efficient}. 
2.7. EXAMPLES 
The following examples illustrate the domination set approach for de-
tecting efficiency. 
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Example 2.3. 
Maximize z = \2x\ -V X2, xi + 2x2} 
Subject to xi + 2i2 ^ 2, 
2xi - X2 ^ 4, 
^1 + ^2 = 5, 
Xi,X2 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X is the set of all the points on and inside x°x^x^x^ (the 
shaded area in Figure 2.3). By domination set approach, every point on the 
line x^x^ is an efficient point, i.e., Di4 nX = {x'*}. In Figure 2.3, 
E^^{x\x'}, 
where 7(x\x^) is the set of all convex combinations of x^ and x^, that is 
7(x\x2) = {x = Ax^  + (1 - X)x\OS A ^ 1}. 
Example 2.4. 
Maximize z — {xi + 3x2,2:1 — X2} 
Subject to 4xi + 5x2 ^ 20, 
-Xi +2X2 S 1, 
xi ^ 4 , 
Xi,X2 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X is the set of all the points on and inside the polygon 
Ox°x^x^x^ (the shaded area in Figure 2.4). Whereas x"* and x'' are mcl-
ficient because D^ r" n X y^ {x"^} and D^s D X ^ {x^}, x^',x^ are efficinnt 
because L>i6 n X = {x*^ } and D^T fl X = {x'^}. In Figure 2.4, 
E = 7{x\x^}U7{x^x^}. 
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• x, 
Fig. 2.3 
• X, 
Fig. 2.4 
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Example 2.5. 
Maximize z — \lx\ + 3x2,3x1 + 2x2} 
Subject to - x i + 4x2 ^ 12, 
5xi — 3x2 ^ 0, 
Xi,X2 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X is the set of all the points on and inside the triangle 
Ox°x^ (the shaded area in Figure 2.5). In this case, the domination set 
approach identifies x^ as the only efficient point. Here both the objectives 
are maximized at the same point. In fact, the point x^ is the ideal optimal 
solution. In Figure 2.5, 
Example 2.6. 
Maximize z = {3xi + X2, —X] + X2} 
Subject to .I'l + X2 = 4, 
X, ^ 3 , 
X2 ^ 3, 
X l ,X2 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X i.s the set of all the points on and inside Ox°x^x^x^ 
(the shaded area in Figure 2.6). In this case, by domination set approach, 
x°,x^,x^ are efficient point.s. In Figure 2.6, 
E = 7{:'°.J-'}U7{x\.r^}. 
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Example 2.7. 
Maximize z — {x\ + hxi,x\) 
Subject to xx — 2x2 ^ 2, 
xi + 2x2 ^ 12, 
2xi + X2 ^ 19, 
Xi,X2 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X is the set of all the points on and inside the polygon 
x°x^x^x^ (the shaded area in Figure 2.7). In Figure 2.7, 
£; = 7{x\x2}U7{x^x^}. 
Example 2.8. 
Maximize z = {xi,xi + 8x2} 
Subject to X2 ^ 2, 
Xi,X2 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X is the set of all points enclosed by the half plane 
X2 ^ 2 in the non-negative quadrant (the shaded area in Figure 2.8). Since 
D^r\X ^ {x} for all X G X , E = <^ . This multiobjective Unear programming 
problem does not have any efficient point. 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The two optimality concepts for multiobjective programming problems 
defined in Cliapter 1 are related in the sense that 
proper efficiency =4> efficiency 
The converse of this relation does not hold in general. Consider the fol-
lowing multiobjective programming problem: 
(P) Minimize f{x) = [Mx),Mx),--- ,Mx)] 
Subject to X e X = {x e S : g{x) ^ 0}, 
where S is an open subset of R'\ and f : S ^ R^-,g '• S —>• BJ^. 
In this chapter, we prove that every efficient solution of a multiobjective 
linear progrannning problem is properly efficient. The result is due to Iser-
mann [10] but we provide here a simpler proof. 
3.2. P R O P E R EFFICIENCY 
Geoffrion [6] introduced the scalar parametric problem 
( E P l ) Minimize A'^/(x) = Y. Kfi{x) 
Subject to X G X, 
where A,(? G K) are strictly i)<>sitivc paranioters (often normalized according 
t o ^ A, = I) and related its ojitimal solution with a properly efficient solu-
tion of (P) in the following result: 
Lemma 3.1 [6]. Let A^  > 0 (t ^^^ 1,2, • • • , fc) be fixed. If x is an optimal 
solution of (EPl), then x is a properly efficient solution of (P). 
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Proof. Let x be an optimal solution of (EPl). We shall show that x is 
a properly efficient solution of (P). 
Let M = {k - l)maxj^r{^} for fc ^ 2. Suppose, to the contrary, that x is 
not a properly efficient solution of (P). That is, for each scalar M > 0 (no 
matter how large), there exist some r E K and x E X, we have 
fr{x) - fr{x), 
and 
Mx) - Mx) > M[fj{x) - fj{x)] 
for all j such that 
f,{x) < fj{x), j e Kr. 
It follows directly that 
fr{x) - Mx) > ^ A , [ / , ( X ) - fj{x)l j G Kr. 
Multiplying through by ^ ^ ^ and summing over j e Kr = K - {r}, yields 
Kifrix) - Mx)] > E A,[/,(X) - /,.(X)], 
j&K,. 
or 
or 
E A , / , ( 5 : ) + XrMx) > E A , / , ( X ) + Xrfr(x), 
E A,/,(x) > E A,/,(x), 
or 
A^/(i) > A^7(x), 
which contradicts the optimality of x for (EPl). Hence x is a properly effi-
cient solution of (P). 
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3.3. EQUIVALENCE OF EFFICIENCY A N D PROPER 
EFFICIENCY IN MULTIOBJECTIVE LINEAR 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
Consider the following linear vector minimum problem: 
(LVMP) Minimize z^Cx 
Subject to X G X = {x G 5 : >lx = 6, X ^  0}. 
Theorem 3.1. 2° e X is an efficient solution of (LVMP) if and only if 
x° is an optimal solution of the hnear program, 
(LP-1) Minimize (f[Cx) 
Subject to Ax — b, 
-Cx + Cx° ^ 0, 
where d{>0) e R^. 
Proof. Let x° e X he an efficient solution of (LVMP) and suppose, to 
the contrary, that x° is not an optimal solution of (LP-1). Then there exists 
X* such that 
Ax* = b, 
-Cx* + Cx° ^ 0, 
X* ^ 0 , 
and d' {Cx*) < £ {Cx°). Since d> 0, the above conditions are equivalent to 
X* e X and Cx* < Cx°, 
which contradicts the fact that x° is an efficient solution of (LVMP). Hence 
x° is an optimal solution of (LP-1). 
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Conversely, let x° be an optimal solution of (LP-1) and suppose, to the 
contrary, that x° is not an efficient solution of (LVMP). Then there exists an 
X e X such that 
Cx° > Cx. 
That is, 
Ax = b, 
-Cx + Cx° ^ 0, 
x^O. 
That is, X is a feasible point of (LP-1). Since d > 0 and Cx° > Cx, we 
have dF{Cx°) > (F{Cx). This contradicts that x° is an optimal solution of 
(LP-1). Hence x° is an efficient solution of (LVMP). 
Theorem 3.2. x° E X is an efficient solution of (LVMP) if and only if 
the linear program, 
(LP-2) Maximize u^b + vo^Cx° 
Subject to u^A + w'^C ^ (fC, 
has an optimal solution \i, w with v?'b+w^Cx° = (f'Cx°. 
Proof. The linear programs (LP-1) and (LP-2) are dual to each other. 
Hence by duality theory, x is optimal in (LP-1) if and only if (LP-2) has 
an optimal solution li, w and u^b+v/^Cx° = (FCx°. Thus by Theorem 3.1, 
x° G X is an efficient solution of (LVMP) if and only if (LP-2) has an optimal 
solution u, w with u'^b+w'^Cx° = (FCx°. 
Theorem 3.3. x e X is an efficient solution of (LVMP) if and only if 
there exists a vector v e R'' with strictly positive components, such that 
v'^Cx ^ v'^Cx for all x e X. 
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Proof. Let x satisfy the inequality v'^Cx ^ xFCx for some v > Q and 
for all X Ei X, and suppose, to the contrary, that x is not efficient. Then 
there exists a vector x^ ^ X such that 
Cx^ < Cx. 
Multiplying by v > 0, yields 
v^Cx' > v'^Cx, 
which contradicts the fact that v^Cx ^ v^Cx for all x G X. Hence x is an 
efficient solution of (LVMP). 
Conversely, let x be an efficient solution of (LVMP). According to Theo-
rem 3.2, (LP-2) has an optimal solution u6 i?"*, we R'' and the two objectives 
are equal. That is 
n^A+w'^C^cfC, (3.1) 
w^O, (3.2) 
and 
u^b+w'^Cx = (fCx. (3.3) 
Let X e X. Therefore 
Ax = b, (3.4) 
x^O. (3.5) 
Multiplying (3.1) by x ^ 0, yields 
u'^b+w'^Cx ^ cFCx, ( using (3.4) ) 
or 
(w -dfCx ^ -u^b, 
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or 
( w - d ) ^ C x ^ (w- r f fCx . (using (3.3)) 
Now setting v = w-d > 0, we get 
v'^Cx ^ v'^Cx for all 2; € X. 
Note. A consequence of Theorem 3.3 is that the set all efficient solutions 
of (LVMP) is identical with the set of optimal solutions of the multiparamet-
ric linear programs 
min (v^Cx : Ax = b, x ^ 0}, where v > 0. 
Theorem 3.4. If x is an efficient solution of (LVMP), then x is a prop-
erly efficient solution of (LVMP). 
Proof. Let x be an efficient solution of (LVMP). According to Theorem 
3.3, there exists a positive vector v ^ R'^ such that v'^Cx ^ v'^Cx for all 
X e X. By Lemma 3.1, x is a properly efficient solution of (LVMP). 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Kuhn and Tucker [14] proposed the concept of proper efficiency to elim-
inate undesirable anomaly of efficient solutions in vector optimization prob-
lems. Klinger [13] observed that every improperly efficient solution has this 
anomaly. Geoffrion [6] discussed an example wherein a solution proper in the 
sense of Kuhn and Tucker [14] demonstrates a similar anomaly. To exclude 
all such undesirable solutions, GeofFrion [6] reformulated the definition of 
properly efficient solution and derived necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a properly efficient solution of a convex vector maximum problem. Using this 
definition, Isermann [10] for linear vector maximum problems and Choo [4] 
for linear fractional vector maximum problems with Hnear constraints proved 
that every efficient solution is properly efficient. Necessary conditions for ef-
ficient solutions of vector maximum problems with fractional objectives and 
linear constraints have been obtained by Kaul and Gupta [12] and Bhatia 
and Gupta [3]. Benson and Morin [2] derived necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for an efficient solution to be properly efficient for vector maximum 
problems with concave objectives and convex feasible region. However, their 
conditions involve stability of certain problems. In the present chapter, we 
derive a condition which is necessary for an efficient solution and sufficient 
for a properly efficient solution of a linear vector minimum problem with 
nonlinear constraints. 
4.2. THE PROBLEM 
We consider the following vector minimum j)roblcm: 
(P) Minimize Cx — [c\X, c^x, • • • , c^x] 
Subject to X eX ^ {xe S : g{x) ^ 0} 
where Cj E S for each j e K, C is an k x n matrix and y : 5 -> /f" is a 
differentiable function. 
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For an arbitrary fixed point x° e X, we introduce the following nonlin-
ear program: 
(P) Minimize z = (fCx {d > 0) 
Subject to g{x) ^ 0 , ] 
} (A) 
-Cx + Cx° ^ 0, J 
where d e R^ is a constant vector. 
We shall first relate an efficient solution (P) to an optimal solution of 
(P). This relation is slightly different from the corresponding relations ob-
tained by Isermann [10] and Bhatia and Gupta [3]. Unlike [3, 10] where du-
ality theory is used, we apply optimality conditions to obtain Kuhn-Tucker 
[14] type necessary conditions for an efficient solution of (A). This simplifies 
the approach and does not require the convexity of g. These conditions are 
then used to derive a necessary condition for an efficient solution in Isermann 
[10] form. Also, using a result of Geoffrion [6], we observe that the necessary 
conditions for an efficient solution are sufficient for a properly efficient solu-
tion of (P). This leads to sufficient conditions for an efficient solution to be 
properly efficient. At the end, an example is discussed to illustrate the results. 
4.3. THE RESULTS 
Lemma 4.1 [7]. x° G X is an efficient solution of the problem (P) if 
and only if x° is an optimal solution of the nonhnear program (P). 
Proof. Let x° e X he an efficient solution of (P) and suppose, to the 
contrary, that x° is not an optimal solution of (P). Then there exists x* such 
that 
gix*) < 0, 
-Cx* + Cx° ^ 0, 
and 
cP^Cx* < (FCx°. 
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Since d> 0, the above conditions are equivalent to 
9{x*) S 0, 
and 
Cx* < Cx°, 
which contradicts the fact that x° is an efficient solution of (P). 
Conversely, let x° be an optimal solution of (P) and suppose, to the 
contrary, that x° is not an efficient solution of (P). Then there exists an 
z^ 6 P " such that 
Cx^ < Cx°, 
and 
g{x^) ^ 0. 
That is, XMs a feasible point of (P) and 
cf^Cx^ < (FCx\ 
which contradicts the fact that x° is an optimal solution of (P). Hence the 
lenima. 
The following theorem gives necessary conditions for an efficient solution 
of (P) in Kuhn-Tucker [14] form. 
Theorem 4.1 [7]. Let a;° E X be an efficient solution of the problem 
(P) and let the system (A) satisfy a constraint qualification at x°. Then 
there exist u° € P*-' and r° 6 P'" such that 
u°C + u°Vr/(x°) = 0. (4.1) 
v-'gixn .. 0, (4.2) 
u ° > 0 , t ; ° ^ 0 . (4.3) 
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Proof. Since a;° e X is an efficient solution of the problem (P), by 
Lemma 4.1, x° is an optimal solution of (P). Hence by Theorem 1.2, there 
exist v° e BT- and w° G /?*= such that 
dC + v°Vgix°) + w°C = 0, 
^°5(x°) = 0, 
Since d> 0, the above conditions imply that 
u°C + v°Vg(x°) = 0, 
v°gix°) = 0, 
u° = {d + w°)>0, v^^O. 
This proves the theorem. 
Gulati and Islam [7] derived the following necessary conditions for an 
efficient solution in the form of Isermami [10]. 
Theorem 4.2. Let x° e X he an efficient solution of the problem (P). 
Let the system (A) satisfy a constraint qualification at x° and let gj be qua-
siconvex at x°. Then there exists u° G R'' with strictly positive components 
such that 
u°Cx° ^ u°Cx for all x 6 X. 
Proof. Let x° G X is an efficient solution of (P) and the system (A) 
satisfies a constraint qualification at x°, by Theorem 4.1, there exist u° G R'' 
and v° e /?"' such that 
u'C-\-v°Vg{x°)==0, {A A) 
v°g{x°) = 0, (4.5) 
" ° > 0 , t ; ° > 0 . (4.6) 
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Now let J = {i e M : gi{x°) < 0}. Therefore 7 U J = {1,2, • • • ,m} = M. 
Since v° ^ 0, g{x°) ^ 0 and v°g{x°) = 0, we have that v°gi(x°) = 0 for i G M 
and hence 
v°j = 0. (4.7) 
Now for X e X, 
9i{x°)^0 = gi{x°). 
Since y/ is quasiconvex at x°, we have 
Vgi{x°){x-x°)^0. (4.8) 
From (4.4), 
-u^'Cix - a;°) = ^;°V^(a:°)(a; - x°) 
- t;?Vp/(x°)(x - x°) + W}V5J(X°)(X - x°). 
Using (4.7) and (4.8), we get 
u°Cix - x°) ^ 0. 
Hence 
u°Cx° ^ u°Cx for all x G X. 
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for a properly effi-
cient solution of (P). 
Theorem 4.3. Let x° e X and gj be quasiconvex at x°. If there exist 
u° e R'' and v° e R"" satisfying 
u°C + v°Vg{x°) = Q, (4.9) 
v°g{x°) = 0, (4.10) 
w ° > 0 , ^ ° ^ 0 , (4.11) 
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then x° is a properly efficient solution of {P). 
Proof. Let there exist u° G I^ and 1;° € i?"'' satisfying the relations 
(4.9) to (4.11). Then following the proof of Theorem 4.2, we get 
u°Cx° ^ u°Cx for all x G X. 
Hence by Lemma 3.1, a;° is a properly efficient solution of (P). 
The following theorem which gives sufficient conditions for an efficient 
solution of (P) to be properly efficient, follows immediately from Theorems 
4.1 and 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Let x° G X be an efficient solution of (P). If gi is 
quasiconvex at x° and the system (A) satisfies a constraint qualification at 
x°, then x° is a properly efficient solution of (P). 
4.4. AN EXAMPLE 
(P2) Minimize \c\X — -Xx^c^x ~ —X\ — 0:2] 
Subject to g{x) = Xj + Xj — 4 ^ 0. 
The feasible region X is the set of all the points on and inside the circle 
xj + xl:= A (the shaded area in Figure 4.1). All the points on this circle in 
the positive quadrant from A(2, 0) to B(y'2, -^2) are efficient solutions. The 
constraint is active at all these points. The constraint function g is convex 
on R^ and hence quasiconvex. 
For an efficient point x° = (xi,X2), the coressponding nonlinear program 
(P2) is : 
Minimize z = -diXi — d2{xi + xa) 
Subject to Xj + x^ - 4 ^ 0, 
- x i + x° ^ 0 , 
- X i - X2 + Xj + X2 ^ 0. 
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X, 
• X, 
Fig. 4.1 
For each efficient solution x°, the problem (P2) has a unique feasible point 
and hence does not satisfy the weak Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa constraint qual-
ification. However, they satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification at 
every point C{x\,X2) on the curve AB except the points A and B. Hence by 
Theorem 4.4, all the points on the circle xf + x^ = 4 between A and B are 
properly efficient. The points A and B are not properly efficient can be seen 
from the definition. Consider the point A. At this point, x° = (2,0),Cix° = 
2, C2X° = 2. Also, cix° < c\X for all x G X and C2X < C2X° for some x 6 X. If 
X approaches to x° along the circle xf + xl = 4, then C2X < C2X°, cix° < Cjx 
and the ratio 
C2X°-C2X __ r i i + x 2 - 2 l _ 1 _ •\/(2+xi) 
c i i - c i i ° I 2 - 1 1 J v^ (2 - i i ) 
can be made arbitrary large as Xi -4 2. Hence A is not a properly efficient 
solution. Similarly, B is also not a properly efficient solution. 
Since g is convex on /?^, we can also apply Theorem 4.3 to obtain prop-
erly efficient solution without any knowledge of efficient solutions. It says 
that if for any x° G X, the system 
— U\ — U2 + 2uiX° = 0, 
-U2 -f 2VxX\ = 0, 
z;i(xf+ x^2_4)^Q^ 
Ui,U2 > 0,i;i ^ 0. 
has a solution, then x° is a properly efficient solution of the problem (P2). It 
is very easy to see that the above system is consistent if x° is a i)oint on the 
circle x\-\r x\ = A. between A and B except themselves. At any other point 
of X, the above system becomes inconsistent. The discussion over here also 
illustrates Theorem 4.1. 
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5.1. WOLFE TYPE DUALITY 
In relation to (P), Weir [19] formulated the following Wolfe type dual 
problem and discussed weak and strong duality theorems for properly effi-
cient solutions. 
(WD) Maximize f(y) + fjFg{y)e 
Subject to A^V/(y) + fJ.'^Vgiy) = 0, (5.1) 
/x ^ 0, (5.2) 
A > 0, A^e = 1. (5.3) 
Theorem 5.1 (Weak Duality). Let a; be a feasible solution for (P) 
and (y, A, fj,) be a feasible solution for (WD). If / and g are convex at y, then 
fix)ifiy) + f^'^giy)e. 
Proof. Since / and g are convex at y, 
A^/(x) - X^fiy) ^ VX^f{y){x - y\ 
and 
I'^gi^) - l^^aiv) ^ V//^(?/)(a; - y). 
Adding the obovc incxiualitics, we get 
A^/(x) - A^/(y) + ^J^g{x) - fx-^giy) ^  [VA^/(y) + Vfi'^g{y)]{x - y), 
- 0, (by (5.1)) 
or >^'f{r)-X'f{y)^lP'g{y)-l>'g{x). 
Since /x ^ 0, g{x) ^ 0 and X'e = 1, we get 
AV(x) ^ A^[/(y) + f/^g{y)e], 
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and therefore 
f{x)if{y) + ^'^g{y)e. 
Theorem 5.2. Let / and g be convex. Let x be a feasible solution for (P) 
and (y, A, /i) be a feasible solution for (WD) such that 
F / ( x ) = F [ / ( y ) + /2^^(y)e]. (5.4) 
Then x is a properly efficient solution for (P). 
Proof, Let x be a feasible solution for (P). From the weak duality 
theorem and the equation (5.4) 
F / ( x ) ^ F [ / ( y ) + fg{y)e] 
= F / ( x ) . 
Hence by Lemma 3.1, x is properly efficient solution for (P). 
Theorem 5.3. Let / and g be convex. Let x be a feasible solution for 
(P) and {y, A, fi) be a feasible solution for (WD) such that 
f{x) = m + ffg{y)e. (5.5) 
Then x and (y, A, fl) are properly efficient solutions for problems (P) and 
(WD) respectively. 
Proof. Proper efficiency of x follows from Theorem 5.2. We first prove 
that (y, A,/i) is an efficient solution for (WD). Suppose, to the contrary, 
(y. A, /I) is not efficient for (WD) then tliere exists (y°, A°, //°) feasible for 
(WD) such that 
fivl + f^°''9{y°)e > m + ffg{y)e. 
Using (5.5), \vv get 
fiin + i''''g{ir}c>f{x), 
a contradiction to the weak duality theorem. Hence (y, A, p.) is an eflacient 
solution for (WD). Assume now that it is not properly efficient. Then there 
exists a feasible solution {y\ A°, n°) and a j G K such that fj{y°)+lJ-°'^g{y°) > 
fj{y) + J^^giy) and 
[/.O/) + /^°''5(y°)] - [IM + /1^5(y)] > M[/,(y) + /2^y(y)] - \fM) +^i°'^g{y°)] 
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for all M > 0 and all r satisfying 
fr{y) + fg{y)>fr{y°) + f^°''9{yn-
This means that [fj{y°) +fJ-°'^g{y°)] - [fj{y) + fi'^9{y)] can be made arbitrary 
large whereas [fM + JJL^g{y)] - [Uy°) + t^°'^giy°)] is finite for all r e Kj. 
Therefore 
A°,[/i(y°) + i^°'^9{y°)] - [fAv) + fom 
r£Kj 
or 
X°''[f{f) + f^'^'giyle] > A°^[/(y) + lfgiy)e]. 
Using (5.5), we get 
Again a contradiction to the weak duahty theorem. Hence (y, A, /i) is a prop-
erly efficient solution for (WD). 
Theorem 5.4 (Strong Duality). Let x be a properly efficient solution 
for (P) at which the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. Then 
there exists (A, /i) such that (x, A, fl) is feasible for (WD) and the objective 
values of (P) and (WD) are equal. Also, if / and g are convex then (z. A, fl) 
is properly efficient solution for (WD). 
Proof. Since x is a properly efficient solution for (P) and g satisfies the 
Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification, then by Kuhn-Tucker type necessary 
conditions [6], 
k m 
^^ajVfjix) + EAV^i(x) = 0, (5.6) 
j=i 1=1 
P'^gix) = 0, (5.7) 
a > 0 , ^ ^ 0 . 
fc 
Dividmg (5.6) and (5.7) by ^ aj and setting 
T _ ttj - _ A 
^} - -k , Mi - - f - — • 
E «j E «j 
j=i j = i 
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We get 
JjlFg{x) = 0, 
A>0,A^e = l , / i ^ O . 
Therefore (x,A,/i) is feasible for (WD). Also, the two objective values are 
equal. Hence by Theorem 5.3, (x. A, p) is properly efficient solution of (WD). 
Remark 5.1. The following theorem serves to correct the proof of The-
orem 1 in Weir [18] as while applying the Fritz John conditions to (P), the 
constraint A-^ e = 1 has not been considered. 
Theorem 5.5[19] (Converse Duality). Let {y,X,p,) be properly effi-
cient solution for (WD), the n x n Hessian matrix V^(X^f{y) + ]J^g{y)) be 
positive or negative definite. Then y is properly efficient solution for (P) and 
the two objectives are equal. 
Proof. Since {y, A, /Z) is a properly efficient solution for (WD), therefore 
by Fritz John type necessary conditions [5] there exist u E R'',v ^ R"^,u e 
R"", T) e i?*^ , and 7 G i? such that 
u^ V m + {u^e){ii' V gm + v'' V' (F/(y) + -^^g{y)) = 0, (5.8) 
^ ^ V / i ( y ) + % + 7 = 0, j = l ,2,--- ,A:, (5.9) 
{v?'e)g{y) + u^ V giv) + i> = 0, (5.10) 
77^^ = 0, (5.11) 
' ^^ / i -O, (5.12) 
(u,t/, 77)^0, (ti,t}, 1^,77,7)7^0. (5.13) 
Since A > 0, equation (5.11) gives 
f) = Q. 
Ekiuation (5.9) gives 
^^V/j(y) = - 7 , , j = l ,2,--- ,/c. (5.14) 
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Now the first constraint of dual problem and (5.14), yields 
k 
= Y.'^ji = 'y- (5-15) 
j=i 
On multiplying equation (5.8) by v from the right and using (5.14) and (5.15), 
we get 
^^V2(F/(y) +/i^9(y))i; = 0. (5.16) 
Since V^(A^/(y)+/i-^g(y)) is positive or negative definite, the above equation 
implies, 
v = 0. 
Now suppose •0 = 0. Then (5.9) and (5.10) alongwith v = 0 and 77 = 0 give 
7 = 0 and u = 0 respectively. 
Thus (ii, •i},P,fj,7) = 0, a contradiction to (5.13). 
Hence u > 0, and from (5.10), 
9iy) = -~^o. 
u^ e 
Thus y is feasible for (P). Multiplying (5.10) by Ji and using (5.12) and w = 0, 
we get 
{u^e){fg{y)) = 0. 
Since viFe > 0, we have 
n^'giy) = 0, 
and the two objectives are equal. Hence by Theorem 5.3, y is a properly 
efficient solution for (P). 
Theorem 5.6 (Strict Converse Duality). Let / and g be convex and 
let X and (y. A, /i) be properly efficient solutions for (P) and (WD) respectively 
such that 
F / ( x ) = F ( / ( y ) + /i^5(y)e). (5.17) 
If fj is srictly convex at y for at least one j e K then x = y, that is, y is a 
properly efficient solution for (P). 
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a contradiction to the weak duality theorem. Hence (y,A,/x) is efficient for 
(MD). Assume now that it is not properly efficient. Then there exists a dual 
feasible solution (?/°, A°,//°) and an j G K such that fj{y°) > fj{y) and 
Mvl - fj{y) > MUM - frif)), 
for all M > 0 and all r e Kj satisfying 
fr{y) > /r(y°). 
This means that fj{y°) - fj{y) can be made arbitrarily large whereas fr{y) -
fr{y°) is finite for all r e Kj. Therefore 
A°(/,(y°) - fM) > E ^ °^(/'-(^ ) - '^•(y°))' 
r£Kj 
or 
Since f{x) = /(y). Therefore 
A°^ /(y°) > y''m. 
This again contradicts the weak duality theorem. Hence {y, A, fl) is a prop-
erly efficient solution for (MD). 
Theorem 5.10 (Strong Duality). Let x be a properly efficient solu-
tion of (P) and let g satisfy a constraint qualification at x. Then there exists 
(A, /i) such that (y — x, A, /i) is a feasible solution for (MD) and the objective 
values of (P) and (MD) are equal. Also, if X'^f is pseudoconvex and n'^g is 
quasiconvex at y, for every dual feasible .solution (y,A,//), then (x,A,/i) is 
properly efficient solution for (MD). 
Proof. Since x is a properly efficient solution for (P) at which a con-
straint qualification is satisfied, then by Kuhn-Tuckor tyi>e necessary condi-
tions [6], there exist A G R'' and // € R'" such that 
A^V/(f) + /2^Vr/(x) = 0, 
fi^gix) = 0, 
A > 0 , / i ^ O . 
Therefore {x,X,fl) is feasible for (MD). Also, the two objectives are equal. 
This with the convexity assumptions and Theorem 5.9 implies that {x,X,fl) 
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is properly efficient solution for (MD). 
Theorem 5.11 (Converse Duality). Let (y, A, ft) be properly efficient 
solution for (MD), the nxn Hessian matrix V^(A^/(y) + /i^5(y)) be positive 
or negative definite and V/j(y), (j — 1, 2, ..., k) be linearly independent. 
Then y is properly efficient solution for (P). 
Proof. Since (y, A, /x) is a properly efficient solution for (MD), therefore 
by Fritz John type necessary conditions [5], there exist u G R'', v G i?", iv G 
R,fi e R^ and P G /?"' such that 
# V fifj) + v"^ v ' (A^/(y) + P^'^gm + m^ V 9{y) = o, (5.22) 
[v/(y)]f; + fy = 0, (5.23) 
[\jg{y)\v + ?7;<7(y) + i> = 0, (5.24) 
tD[/i^y(y)l = 0, (5.25) 
77^  A = 0, (5.26) 
i>^> = 0, (5.27) 
(u, iD, r/, i>) ^ 0, (u, y, tZ), 7/, P) 7.^  0. (5.28) 
Now A > 0 in (5.26) implies, 
Therefore from (5.23), we have 
[V/(y)]?; = 0, (5.29) 
which with (5.18) gives, 
iY'^ Vr/(?7)]r; = 0. (5.30) 
On multiplying (5.22) hy v from tho right and using (5.29) and (5.30), 
'•'•[V'(A'^/(y) + /-/'V/(v))]^ = 0. (5.31) 
Smce V^(A^/(y) + ^^g{y)) is assumed to be positive or negative definite, 
(5.31) gives 
w = 0. 
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Now suppose w = 0. Therefore from (5.24) and t; = 0, we have 
u = 0. 
Also, equation (5.22) gives 
«^V/(y) = 0. 
This together with the assumption that V/j(y), j = 1,2, • • • , A; are hnearly 
independent imphes, 
w = 0. 
Thus we get 
a contradiction to (5.28). Hence w > 0. 
Now from (5.24) and v = 0, 
9{y) = - - ^ ^ 0. 
w 
Thus y is feasible for (P) and the two objectives are equal. Hence by Theo-
rem 5.9, y is a properly efficient solution for (P). 
Theorem 5.12 ( Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y,X,p,) be 
feasible solutions for (P) and (MD) respectively such that 
F / ( x ) = F / ( y ) . (5.32) 
If A^  / is strictly pseudoconvex and p.'^g is quasiconvex at y, then x = y and 
y is i)ropcrly efficient sohition for (P). 
Proof. Suppose that x y^ y and exhibit a contradiction. Since x and 
(i;,A,/i) be feasible for (P) and (MD) respectively, we have 
,7!/{j) ^ 0 ^ fP',,{y). 
The (}uasiconvexity oi fi'y at i/ implies, 
[L''V(j{y){x - y) ^ 0. (5.33) 
Equations (5.18) and (5.33) imply 
F V / ( y ) ( x - y) ^ 0. 
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But X^f is strictly pseudoconvex at y. Hence 
A^/(x) > F / ( y ) , 
a contradiction to (5.32). Hence x = y. Proper efficiency of y for (P) now 
follows from Theorem 5.9. 
5.3. APPLICATIONS 
5.3.1. Duality in Nonlinear Fractional Multiobjective 
P rogramming 
We consider the problem: 
(NFP) Minimize f{x) = [ ^ , ^ , • • • , ^ f 
Subject to g{x) ^ 0 , z G 5, 
where 
(i) 5 C /?" is an open convex set, 
(ii) (f) : S -^ R'',g : S -^ /?"* are differentiable convex functions on S 
and ip : S —> R is differentiable concave function on S, and 
(iii) 4>{x) ^ 0 and ^{x) > 0 on S. 
Therefore, for each A > 0, X^f is pseudoconvex and since g is convex, 
convexity hypotheses in this chapter are satisfied. Hence, under a constraint 
qualification for c?, the Mond-Weir type dual (NFD) for (NFP) is 
(NFD) Maximize f{y) = [ ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ f 
Subject to Z "i[V0y(y) - ^V^{y)] + fi'^Vgiy) = 0, 
f^'^giy) ^ 0, 
yes. 
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or 
(NFD) Maximize f(y) 
Subject to w^[V(/.(y) - E A,VtA(y)] + /i^V9(y) = 0, 
^ij0j(y) - >'My) = o> j = 1,2, • • • , fc 
u > 0,// ^ 0, 
yes, 
where u,XeR'' and neBT. 
Remark 5.2. If i) is linear, then </) ^ 0 is not required. 
5.3.2. Duality in Nonlinear Fractional Programming 
If A; = 1, we get the following pair of scalax nonlinear program and its 
Mond-Weir type dual: 
( P I ) Minimize g |} 
Subject to g{x) ^ 0 , x £ S. 
(D l ) Maximize f{y) = | | g 
Subject to V0(y) - XVxP{y) + ii^Vg{y) = 0, 
^^^9{y) ^ 0, 
<l>{y) - >^Hy) = 0, 
where (j) : S -^ R and X E R. 
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5.4. GENERALIZED MONO-WEIR T Y P E D U A L I T Y 
In this section, we formulate the following general Mond-Weir type dual 
for (P): 
(GMD) Maximize f{y) + ^ Higi{y)e 
Subject to 
A^V/(?/) + /^^V5(y) = 0, (5.34) 
E ^ i 5 i ( 2 / ) ^ 0 , a = l , 2 , - - - , p , (5.35) 
ie/a 
A > 0, A^e = 1, // ^ 0. (5.36) 
V 
where/a C M = {1,2, ••• ,m}, a = 0,1,2, • • • ,p with U 7a = M and 
/a n /^ = 0 if a ^ /3. 
Theorem 5.13 (Weak Duality). Let a; be a feasible solution for (P) 
and (y, A,/i) be a feasible solution for (GMD). If A^/ + ^ HiQi is pseudo-
ie/o 
convex and ^ iXiQi, Q = 1,2, • • • ,p, is quasiconvex at y, then 
/(^)^/(y) + E '^^ (^2/)e. 
ie/o 
Proof. Since g{x) ^ 0 and // ^ 0, 
^ / X i £ ? i ( a ; ) ^ 0 ^ ^ / i i y i ( y ) , a = 1,2, • • • ,p. 
Using quasiconvexity of Yl HiQi at y, we get 
ie/a 
^tJ'i\7 9i{y){x-y)S0. (5.37) 
I S / Q 
The first dual constraint alongwith (5.37) gives, 
A^V/(j/)(x -y) + Y,t^i'^9i{y){x - y) ^ 0, 
ie/o 
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which on using pseudoconvexity of A^/ + Y. (^i9i at y implies, 
t€/o 
Since g{x) ^ 0, /x ^  0 and A^e = 1, we get 
A^/(x)^A^[/(y) + ^/x,^ , (y)e] , 
ie/o 
and therefore 
ie/o 
The assumption that X] l^iQi^ a = 1,2, • • • ,p is quasiconvex is very 
iela 
important, as we see in the previous Theorem 5.13. Of course, to get the 
desired result without this condition, other conditions should be enforced, 
which leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.14 (Weak Duality). Let a; be a feasible solution for (P) 
and (y, A, /x) be a feasible solution for (GMD). If A^/ + fi^g is pseudoconvex 
at y, then 
fi^) ifiy) + ^fii9iiy)e. 
ie/o 
Proof, Using pseudoconvexity of A^/ + fi^g at y in (5.34), we get 
A^/(x) + / i^^(x)^A^/(y) + /.^g(y). 
Since // ^ 0 and g{x) ^ 0, we have 
A^/(x) > A^/(y) + //^^(y) 
^A^/(y) + 53/.,5,(y), 
ie/o 
or 
fi^)if{y) + ^f^i9i{y)e. 
Theorem 5.15. Let a weak duahty theorem holds between (P) and 
(GMD). If X is a feasible solution for (P) and (y, A,/x) is a feasible solution 
for (GMD) such that 
F/(x) = A^[/(y) + J2 fi^9^(y)e]. (5.38) 
ie/o 
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Then x is a properly efficient solution of the (P). 
Proof. Let x be any feasible solution for (P). FVom the weak duality 
theorem and equation (5.38), 
= F/(x). 
Hence by Lemma 3.1, x is a properly efficient solution for (P). 
Theorem 5.16. Let a weak duality theorem holds between (P) and 
(GMD). If X is a feasible solution for (P) and (y, A, p.) be feasible for (GMD) 
such that 
f{x)^[f{y) + ^fii9^{y)e]- (5.39) 
te/o 
Then x and (y. A, //) are properly efficient solutions for (P) and (GMD) re-
spectively. 
Proof. Proper efficiency of x follows from Theorem 5.15. We first prove 
that (y, A, //) is an efficient solution of (GMD). Suppose, to the contrary, that 
(y. A, /2) is not efficient for (GMD), then there exists (y°, A°, /i°) such that 
/(y°) + T.l^°9i{yle ^ m + ^ / i , y . (y ) e . 
te/o i€/o 
Using (5.39), we obtain 
f{yl + J^f^°9iif)e^f{x), 
te/o 
a contradiction to the weak duality theorems. Hence (y, A, /i) i.s an efficient 
solution of (GMD). Assume now that it is not a properly efficient solution of 
(GMD). Then there exist (y°, A°, //°) and ajek such that 
lAf) + E/^ i^ «(2/°) > My) + J2f'<9i{yl 
te/o ie/o 
and 
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fj{y°) + E f^i9i{y°) - fM - E fiigM 
> M fr{y) + Y.~^i9i{y) - fr{y°) - E^°^^(^°) 
ie/o ie/o 
for all M > 0 and for all r satisfying 
fr{y) + Y.~^9m > fr{y°) + E^i9i(?/°)-
ie/o tG/o 
This means that Uj = fj{y°) + E f^i9i{y°) - fjiy) - E f^i9i{y) can be made 
iG/o ie/o 
arbitrarily large whereas Ur = /r(y) + E fi'igiiV) - fr{y°) - E f^i9i{y°) is 
ie/o iG/o 
finite for all r e Kj. Therefore 
r€Kj 
or 
A o T fiyl + J2t'°9i{y°)e 
iG/o 
> A o T f{y) + Y^i^i9i(y)e 
iG/o 
Using (5.39), we get 
JG/o 
Again a contradiction to the weak duality theorems. Hence (y, A, fi) is a 
properly efficient solution for (GMD). 
Theorem 5.17 (Strong Duality). Let 5 be a properly efficient so-
lution of (P) and let g satisfy a constraint qualification at x. Then there 
exists (A, p) such that (y = x, A, p) is a feasible solution for (GMD) and the 
objective values of (P) and (GMD) are equal. Also, if X'^f + Y!, P-i9i is pseu-
i6/o 
doconvex and Yl P'i9i is quasiconvex at y, for every dual feasible solution 
iG/o_ 
{y,X,/j,), then (x, A,/i) is properly efficient solution for (GMD). 
Proof, Since x is a properly efficient solution of (P) and g satisfy the 
Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification, then by the Kuhn-Tucker type neces-
sary conditions [6], there exist A e /?*" and p, e R"^ such that 
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V\7f{x) +pF\/g{x) = 0, 
ffg{x) = 0, 
A > 0, fi^O, F e = 1. 
Since Ji^g{x) = 0, g(x) ^ 0 and /2 ^ 0, it follows that 
P-idii^) — 0 for all i G M, 
and 
^ / i i 5 i ( x ) = 0, a = 0,l,2,---,A;. 
Therefore {x, A, JX) is a feasible solution of (GMD) and the objective values 
of (P) and (GMD) are equal. Hence by Theorem 5.16, [x, A, Ji) is a properly 
efficient solution of (GMD). 
Theorem 5.18 (Converse Duality). Let (y,X,p,) be a properly effi-
cient solution for (GMD), the n x n Hessian matrix V^[A^/(y) -f- Jl^giy)] be 
positive or negative definite and ^ IM^giiy), a = 1,2, • • • ,p, be linearly 
t € / a 
independent. If A^/ is pseudoconvex and Jl^g is quasiconvex at y, then y is 
properly eflicient solution for (P) and the two objectives are equal. 
Proof. Since (y, A, /i) is a weak efficient solution for (D) then by Fritz 
John type necessary conditions [5] there exist u € R^jV G i?",^ G R,Wa G 
R,f} e R'' and u E R"" such that 
xfvm + u^e E n,Vg.{y) + ^;^V2(F/(y) + jfg{y)) 
t6/o 
+Wc. E tJ^^9i{y) = 0, (5.40) 
tG/a 
^^^V/,(y) + ^ + e = 0, (5.41) 
ixfe)gi{y) + v'^\/gi{y) + Pi = 0, ie h, (5.42) 
v^^Qiiy) + w^giiy) + i?i = 0, tela, a =1,2,-•• ,p, (5.43) 
u>a[ E /^iVi?i(y)] = 0, (5.44) 
A»oa Azad /^  
^^. 
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. ^ ^ « > > • 
77^ A = 0, (5.45) 
fFjl = 0, (5.46) 
(u, Wa, n. ^) ^ 0, {u, V, u)a, ^ , C, i>) ^ 0. (5.47) 
Now A > 0, fj^X — 0 implies, 
Therefore, from (5.41), we get 
v''VJi{y) = - l j = \X--- ,k. (5.48) 
On multiplying (5.43) by //j and using (5.46), we have 
tii[v'^Vgi{y)\ + ^i[vjlgi{y)] = 0, i G /„, a = 1,2, • • • ,p. 
Thus 
Yy^ii^9i{y)v + Wai^^igiiy)] = 0, a = i,2,--- ,p. 
i G / a 
Using (5.44), we obtain 
J](/^.V5,(y))t; = 0, a = l,2,---,p. (5.49) 
The first constraint of the dual problem (GMD), (5.40) and A e^ = 1, yields 
«''[V/(y)+5]//,V^i(y)e]+f;^V2(F/(y)+/2^5(y))+f^^„ J];x,Vg,(y) = 0, 
or 
«''[V/(y) - FeV/(y) - ^/iiV^,(y)e] + v'^V'iX'm + fFg(y)) 
iaia 
^'^^cc^l^i^9i{y) = ^, 
or 
i)^V2(A^/(y) + li^g{y)) + ^ ( t i ) , - l i ^ e ) ( ^ /x^V^i(y)) - 0. (5.50) 
a = l I G / Q 
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On multiplying (5.50) by v from the right and using (5.49), we get 
v'^V'[\^m + p:'9iy)]v = 0. (5.51) 
Since [A-^/(y) +/i^5(y)] is assumed to be positive or negative definite, (5.51) 
impUes v — 0. Therefore from (5.48), ^ = 0 and (5.50), we have 
p 
^{wc, - 7fe){J2f^i'^9i{y)) = 0. (5.52) 
a = l ie/c, 
Since J2 f^i'^diiV)^ Q: = 1,2, • • • ,p, are linearly independent, then (5.52) 
I G / Q 
implies, 
vFe— Wa, Oi= l,2,--- ,p. (5.53) 
Now suppose u = 0, then (5.53) gives Wa = 0, a — 1,2,- • • ,p. Also (5.42) 
and (5.43) implies z>t = 0, i G /o and Pi = 0, i G lo, a = 1,2, ••• ,p, 
respectively. Thus, we get 
{u,v,iDa,fj,^,i/) = 0, 
a contradiction to (5.47). Hence w > 0. Thus from (5.53), il^e = io„ > 
0, a ^ 1, 2, • • • ,/3. Thus (5.42) and (5.43) gives 
gi{y) = - ^ ^ 0, i G /o, (5.54) 
9i{y) = —^ ^ 0, i G la. (5.55) 
Wa 
Equations (5.54) and (5.55) give g{y) ^ 0. Therefore y is feasible for (P). 
On multiplying (5.42) by /ij, we get 
{xFe)^iigi{y) = 0, i G /o 
Since viFe > 0, we have 
^^i9i{y) = 0, z G /o. (5.56) 
Hence feasibility of primal problem and weak duaUty theorem gives ij i.s 
properly efficient solution for (P) and also (5.56) implies that the two oljjcc-
tives are equal. 
Theorem 5.19 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y,\jj) be 
properly efficient solutions for (P) and (GMD) respectively such that 
F / ( x ) = A^/(y) + ^ / i i5 i (y ) - (5-57) 
If X^f + ^ fj-tgi is strictly pseudoconvex and J^ f^idi^ <3; = 1, 2, • • • ,p, is 
ie/o i&Ia 
quasiconvex at y then, x — y, i.e., y is a properly efficient solution for (P). 
Proof. Suppose that x ^ y. Since A^/+ X] fiiQi is strictly pseudoconvex 
te/o 
and Yl J^i9i^ ct = 1,2, • • • ,p, is quasiconvex, following the proof of Theorem 
ie/a 
5.14, we get 
X'f{x)>Vf{y) + Y.f'i9i{y), 
te/o 
a contradiction to (5.57). Hence x = y. Proper efficiency of y follows from 
Theorem 5.16. 
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